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Evidence functions: a compositional approach
to information
J.J. Egozcue1 and V. Pawlowsky-Glahn2
Abstract
The discrete case of Bayes’ formula is considered the paradigm of information acquisition. Prior
and posterior probability functions, as well as likelihood functions, called evidence functions, are
compositions following the Aitchison geometry of the simplex, and have thus vector character.
Bayes’ formula becomes a vector addition. The Aitchison norm of an evidence function is intro-
duced as a scalar measurement of information. A fictitious fire scenario serves as illustration. Two
different inspections of affected houses are considered. Two questions are addressed: (a) which
is the information provided by the outcomes of inspections, and (b) which is the most informative
inspection.
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1. Introduction
Each summer fires in forests and suburban areas affect houses, industries, and the whole
environment. When this occurs, authorities need to get a quick diagnostic of damages,
both for mitigation of effects, evaluation of economic costs and, especially, for evacua-
tion of population from houses and planning of further actions. Airborne photography
and visual inspection of houses are emergency means to classify houses into categories,
usually corresponding to (a) buildings that can be reoccupied by the previously evacu-
ated people, (b) buildings that require some repairs, (c) buildings that are largely dam-
aged or (d) buildings that are collapsed. The impact of such diagnostics is critical, as the
damnified population can or cannot recover their homes, do or do not receive economic
compensations, depending on the result of the inspection. Typical questions are: How
uncertain/informative are the results of an inspection? Which type of inspection is more
reliable? What is the amount of information after inspections? These questions are
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related to the quantification of information provided by an experiment (inspections) and,
therefore, should be answered by the statistical theory of information.
The above scenario of fires is not the only one where the questions on information
provided by experiments are relevant. A very similar situation corresponds to many
hazardous situations like earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, terrorist attacks... Also, clinic
diagnostic of deseases, military actions or, in general, operational decisions under un-
certainty correspond to the same type of scenario, which can be modelled as a collection
of uncertain states or events, frequently assumed non-overlapping, to which some prior
probabilities describing uncertainty on the true event are assigned; then, one or more
experiments (diagnostic tests, inspections) are carried out, trying to reduce uncertainty;
finally, after the results of the experiments, the updating of the probabilities (posterior
probabilities) may allow to use the information available in decision making schemes.
This scheme has been well known for decades, and still maintains its validity (e.g. Ben-
jamin and Cornell, 1960).
The previous questions have been addressed from different points of view in in-
formation theory, specially following the line proposed by Lindley (1956). However,
information theory was born from the study of coding and communication (Shannon,
1948, Shannon and Weaver, 1949, McMillan, 1953) and built on an early contribution
by Hartley (1928), where logarithms of probabilities were identified as a measure of
information. The initial development of the theory in the framework of communica-
tions and its particular syntaxis may be the reason why the statistical theory of informa-
tion was developed some years later (e.g. Kullback and Leibler, 1951a, Kullback, 1997,
Lindley, 1956, Khinchin, 1957, Ash, 1990). In medicine, diagnostic tests were studied,
for instance, by Aitchison and Kay (1975) (see also Aitchison, Kay and Lauder, 2005).
The statistical theory of information is directly related to the concept of entropy. This
is viewed as an average of measures of uncertainty (Shannon, 1948, McMillan, 1953)
which is common to all branches of information theory. More rarely, information ac-
quisition is linked to the Bayes’ formula (Lindley, 1956) and its extensions, for example
Dempster’s rule in the theory of beliefs (Yager and Liu, 2008).
The aim of the present contribution is rethinking the bases of information theory
from the point of view of compositional data analysis (Aitchison, 1986, Pawlowsky-
Glahn and Buccianti, 2011, Pawlowsky-Glahn, Egozcue and Tolosana-Delgado, 2015).
For completeness, Appendix A is a summary of Aitchison geometry for compositions,
introducing notation and basic tools used. The main proposal is that information is a vec-
tor magnitude identified as a composition. These compositions are here called evidence
functions, e-functions for short, and include traditional (discrete) probability functions
and also likelihood functions. The Aitchison norm of e-functions as compositions (see
Appendix A) is used as a scalar measure of information called e-information. This is in
contrast to Shannon information and its related magnitudes, which were developed as
scalar measures of information. Other points which are relevant to this proposal are:
• The Bayes’ formula (discrete case) is the paradigm of information acquisition;
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• The Bayes’ formula is a vector additive Abelian group operation in the simplex
endowed with the Aitchison geometry;
• Discrete probability functions (prior, posterior) and discrete likelihood functions
are compositions and, consequently, they share the same properties.
Section 2 reviews concepts of compositional geometry and identifies evidence func-
tions involved in Bayesian updating as compositions (see also Appendix A). Section 3
introduces a scalar measure of information, namely the Aitchison norm of an evidence
function. Its properties characterize it as a proper measure of information. Section 4 dis-
cusses the acquisition of information through a fictitious fire scenario and inspections of
affected houses.
2. Bayes theorem, evidence functions and compositions
Consider the fire scenario in which a number of isolated, but close, houses have been
affected. It is assumed that these houses can be in D = 4 states, denoted Ai, i =
1,2, . . . ,D, which can be identified with service or no damage (Nod), moderate dam-
age (Mod), severe damage (Sev) and ruin or collapse (Col). These states are assumed
non-overlapping. Based on previous urban studies, there is a perception that, after the
fire, most houses will remain in service (80%) or with little damage (15%), meanwhile
some of them will be largely damaged (4%) or in ruin (1%). In the Bayesian termi-
nology, the vector of probabilities p= (p1, . . . , pD) = (0.80,0.15,0.04,0.01), is known
as prior or initial probabilities (this prior is reported in Table 1 as p(1)). The vector p
is a composition. In fact, expressed as proportions or as percentages, the information
is exactly the same; in particular, ratios between components remain the same. More-
over, the set of odds obtained by the ratios between components contains all the relative
information and could be used to retrieve the numerical value of p. These simple fea-
tures characterize p as a D-part composition. The fact that the relative information
contained in p remains unaltered when it is multiplied by a positive constant corre-
sponds to the scale invariance principle of compositional data, and to its consequence,
namely that the relative information is provided by the ratios of components (Aitchison,
1986, 1994). More recently, compositional equivalence has been defined as the con-
dition that vectors of positive components which are proportional are compositionally
equivalent (Barcelo´-Vidal and Martı´n-Ferna´ndez, 2016, Pawlowsky-Glahn et al., 2015,
Barcelo´-Vidal, Martı´n-Ferna´ndez and Pawlowsky-Glahn, 2001). The generated equiva-
lence classes can always be represented in a unitary D-part simplex, denoted SD, so that
the sum of the parts is one, as in the usual normalization of probability. For simplic-
ity, the projection of a non-normalized composition onto SD is denoted by the closure
operator C .
Frequently, only some parts of the vector p are considered. For instance, only repara-
ble buildings, i.e. only the three first parts, are taken into account. This restriction is
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a subcomposition. A subcomposition like C (p1, p2, p3) corresponds to a conditional
probability vector (p1/pc, p2/pc, p3/pc) with pc = p1+ p2+ p3. This suggests that the
identification of vectors of probabilities with compositions is natural.
Returning to the fire scenario, assume that a visual inspection of affected houses has
been devised. The inspectors, after a quick visit of a building, decide to assign a color
code according to their perception: green for service or no damage, orange for moderate
damage, red for severe damage, and black for ruin or collapse. Obviously, this kind of
assessment is quite uncertain, and the color codes do not correspond exactly to the real
state of the building. Let R be the result of an inspection (e.g. orange: moderate damage
in a visual inspection). For each possible result R, the conditional probabilities qi =
Pr(R|Ai), i = 1,2, . . . ,D, characterize the experiment. In fact, the likelihood function
associated with R, q= (q1,q2, . . . ,qD), allows to apply Bayes’ formula to obtain final or
posterior probabilities f= ( f1, f2, . . . , fD) as
f=C · (p1q1, p2q2, . . . , pDqD) , C = 1Pr(R) =
(
D∑
k=1
pkqk
)−1
, (1)
with p the vector of prior probabilities. This expression of the final probabilities, af-
ter the observation of R, matches exactly the definition of perturbation in the simplex,
as pointed out by Aitchison (1986). Perturbation is an Abelian group operation in the
simplex, and it is the addition in the Aitchison geometry for compositions (Pawlowsky-
Glahn and Egozcue, 2001, Pawlowsky-Glahn et al., 2015), that is, Bayesian updating is
a shift of the prior probabilities to the final probabilities by the likelihood. The simplex
S
D, endowed with perturbation (⊕, group operation), powering (, external multiplica-
tion) and Aitchison inner product, is a (D−1)-dimensional Euclidean space (Billheimer,
Guttorp and Fagan, 2001, Pawlowsky-Glahn and Egozcue, 2001) (see Appendix A for
detailed definitions). Therefore, denoting perturbation by ⊕, the Bayes formula is sim-
ply
f= p⊕q , (2)
where no reference to the normalizing constant is necessary due to the compositional
equivalence. Commonly, it is assumed that the difference between vectors of proba-
bilities (initial or prior, final or posterior) and the likelihood function is that the latter
is not normalized. The three symbols p, q and f are considered as compositions: in
fact, the normalization of probabilities is irrelevant and the likelihood principle (Birn-
baum, 1962), preconizes equal inferences for proportional likelihood functions, thus the
likelihood itself is a composition.
The standard information theory (e.g. Gray, 2011), assigns a measure of uncertainty
to a vector of probabilities called (Shannon) entropy,
HS(p) =−
D∑
i=1
pi log pi . (3)
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The terms log(1/pi), i = 1,2 . . . ,D, were proposed by Hartley (1928) as information
provided by the observation of the event Ai. Defining a random variable which takes the
values log(1/pi) with probability pi, Equation 3 is the mean of such random variable.
Then, within the framework of the standard information theory, differences of entropies,
for instance, after and before observing the result of an experiment, gives a measure of
information. There are several ways of measuring these differences of uncertainties or
entropies. The most popular is the Kullback-Leibler divergence (Kullback, 1997) which
considers the differences log(1/ fi)− log(1/pi) and takes the mean using the posterior
probabilities fi
IKL(f : p) =
D∑
i=1
fi log
fi
pi
,
using the notation p (prior) and f (final) in the Bayes’ formula (1). Following Lindley
(1956), the information, assigned to a vector of probabilities like p , is
IS(p) =
D∑
i=1
pi log pi =−HS(p) . (4)
These measures of information, and many other entropy divergences (e.g. Martı´n-Fer-
na´ndez, 2001, and references therein) are not invariant under scaling of p and f and,
therefore, the computation of IS or IKL requires that p and f are normalized, i.e. their
components sum to 1. This is a major inconvenience for likelihood functions which, in
general, are not normalized. A symmetrized and compositional version of the Kullback-
Leibler divergence is given by Martı´n-Ferna´ndez (2001).
From the compositional point of view, the three compositions, p, q and f, live in
the same space, SD, equipped with the Aitchison geometry (see discussion in the con-
tinuous case by Egozcue et al., 2013). Furthermore, the three compositions model the
uncertainty on the actual event Ai or, from the opposite point of view, the evidence in
favour of these events. This motivates calling the three compositions evidence functions
or e-functions for short.
With this terminology, evidence functions are vectors and Bayes updating is just
vector addition (perturbation) in the space of e-functions. Figure 1, illustrates these
facts. In the left panel the three evidence functions (prior, likelihood and posterior) are
represented as probabilities. The likelihood corresponds to the visual observation of
moderate damage (vMod), the prior corresponds to the subjective impression of almost
complete destruction of houses in the neighbourhood (Pr(A4) = 0.7, Pr(A1) = Pr(A2) =
Pr(A3) = 0.1), which was selected for clarity of the picture. The right panel shows
the three evidence functions as vectors, in which the posterior is the vector sum of the
prior and the likelihood. The simplicity of the vectorial representation contrasts with the
difficulties in comparing the proportions in the left panel.
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Figure 1: Left panel: evidence functions, prior (blue), likelihood, corresponding to R =vMod (green),
posterior (red) for the actual states Nod, Mod, Sev, Col. Right panel: the Bayes’ formula in the two first
coordinates; it appears as a vector addition. See definition of coordinates in Section 4.
The consequences of the vectorial character of evidence functions are multiple. Ba-
yes’ formula, (1) and (2), has the equivalent expression in ilr coordinates or in clr coef-
ficients (see Appendix A), that is
ilr(f) = ilr(q)+ ilr(p) , clr(f) = clr(q)+ clr(p) ,
where the additive character of the Bayes updating is explicit. The size of a vector is
described by its norm (or a monotone function of it), regardless of its direction, a fact
which motivates the definition of a scalar measure of information (Section 3). Vectors
in a Euclidean space can be parallel, orthogonal, unitary; they can be projected one onto
other, approximated by linear combinations of other vectors; distances between them
are available, they can be expressed in coordinates. Remarkably, all these concepts and
operations can be applied to or performed on evidence functions and, consequently, to
information: information represented by evidence functions is a vectorial magnitude.
The parallelogram property of vectors in Euclidean spaces can be rephrased in terms
of Bayesian updating. Consider the result of an experiment which provides a likelihood
function q. Imagine that two different priors, p(1) and p(2), are proposed, for instance, in
the fire scenario the prior initially mentioned, p(1) = (p(1)1 , . . . , p
(1)
D ) = (0.80,0.15,0.04,
0.01), and that used in Figure 1, denoted p(2) = (p(2)1 , . . . , p
(2)
D ) = (0.1,0.1,0.1,0.7) (Ta-
ble 1). The Aitchison distance between p(1) and p(2), da(p(1),p(2)), can be easily com-
puted using any of the expressions in Equation (12) of Appendix A. In the example,
this Aitchison distance is approximately 4.65 and the norms are ‖p(1)‖a = 3.24 and
‖p(2)‖a = 1.69, that is, p(1) and p(2) are neither orthogonal nor parallel (see Table 1).
In fact, the two priors were designed to represent very different situations: p(1) assumes
that the zone, being largely affected by fire, has not been completely destroyed; for p(2)
houses which are completely destroyed are a large majority. These two priors p(1), p(2)
can be updated with the same likelihood q, thus obtaining two different final probabil-
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ities f(1) = p(1)⊕q, f(2) = p(2)⊕q. Elementary properties of Aitchison geometry, as a
Euclidean geometry, state that the perturbation difference between f(1) and f(2) is that of
the priors, that is
p(1)p(2) = (p(1)⊕q) (p(2)⊕q) = f(1) f(2) .
Hence, due to the parallelogram property of vectors in Euclidean spaces, the relation
between the Aitchison distances is
da(p(1),p(2)) = da(f(1), f(2)) = da(p(1)⊕q,p(2)⊕q) .
This means that the difference of prior e-functions is equal to the difference of poste-
rior e-functions, provided that the likelihood was the same in the application of Bayes’
formula. This result is different when using Shannon information or Kullback-Leibler
divergence, for which the information provided by an experiment depends on the prior,
a property which is well accepted in Bayesian statistics. These facts, are illustrated in
Section 4.
3. Scalar information in an evidence function
Which of two results of an experiment is the most informative? This natural question
cannot be answered if information is a vector, as real vectors cannot be ordered. A scalar
measure of information associated with e-functions is needed, despite their vectorial
character. The norm of an e-function, as a composition represented in SD, is the natural
candidate for a scalar measure of information. Consequently, the scalar information
contained in an e-function, f= ( f1, f2, . . . , fD) ∈ SD, is defined as
Ie(f) = ‖f‖a , (5)
where ‖ ·‖a denotes the Aitchison norm of a composition (Appendix A, Eq. 13). There-
fore, the scalar information Ie has all standard properties of a vector norm. Some
properties, which have a meaningful interpretation in the framework of information, are
detailed below (Egozcue and Pawlowsky-Glahn, 2011). It is worth comparing the fol-
lowing properties of Ie with those which are satisfied by the Shannon entropy,HS, for
instance, those proposed by Shannon (1948), Khinchin (1957) or Ash (1990). Entropy
is conceived as a measure of uncertainty, and information is then defined from differ-
ences between initial and final entropy (Kullback and Leibler, 1951a, Khinchin, 1957,
Ash, 1990), or even as negative entropy (Eq. 4) (Lindley, 1956).
Null e-Information. A flat e-function n = (1/D,1/D, . . . ,1/D) does not provide any
information, as Ie(n) = 0 corresponds to the neutral element in SD. This property is
shared by all definitions of measures of information, alternatively entropy. Note that,
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reciprocally, for any e-function,Ie(f) = 0 implies f= n. This is due to the fact that ‖f‖a
is the Aitchison distance (not a divergence) from f to the neutral element n.
Continuity. Also common to all definitions of information is the continuity of informa-
tion/entropy with respect to each component of the e-function. The ilr coordinates (Eq.
10 in Appendix A) are continuous functions of the components of the e-functions. Also
the Aitchison norm (Eq. 13 in Appendix A) is a continuous function of the ilr coordi-
nates. Then,Ie(f) is a continuous function of the f components. The only critical points
are those in which one or more parts fi = 0, as null components place the value ofIe(f)
at infinity. Knowledge of the impossibility of event Ai represents the strongest informa-
tion. It forces the change of sample space just by removing event Ai. This is opposite
to the case of Shannon information, where − log fi is minus infinity before averaging,
while IS (Eq. 4) remains unaltered after averaging with null probability.
Monotonicity. A set of properties was used to introduce (Shannon) entropy, HS, in
an axiomatic way. Simultaneously, entropy was taken as opposite to information (for
the Shannon case IS = −HS). Following Ash (1990), the monotonicity property for
Shannon entropyHS is that, if d and D, d < D, are the number of parts of two neutral
compositions then
HS(1/d,1/d, . . . ,1/d)<HS(1/D,1/D, . . . ,1/D) ,
which, loosely speaking, means that uncertainty or entropy increases with the number
of components, here written for neutral compositions. This statement is not really use-
ful for a measure of information which attains a null value at neutral elements, like
Ie(1/d,1/d, . . . ,1/d) = 0. In the case of Ie this kind of monotonicity is captured
by the subcompositional dominance property of the Aitchison distance (e.g. Aitchison,
1983, Egozcue and Pawlowsky-Glahn, 2018), which is formulated as follows. Let x and
y be compositions in SD and their corresponding d-part (d < D) subcompositions xd
and yd . Then, da(x,y) ≥ da(xd,yd). When y = (1/D, . . . ,1/D) (the neutral element),
distances become norms and
Ie(x)≥Ie(xd) , D> d ,
which means that the information contained in a d-part subcomposition of an e-function
is always less than or equal to the information contained in the (D-part) original e-
function.
Null information extension. In Shannon entropy/information theory, extending the e-
function with zeroes does not decrease entropy or increase information (e.g. Khinchin,
1957). This is a direct consequence of the fact that, for pD+1 = 0 the term pD+1 ln pD+1
is assumed null, and the previous information in Equation (4) remains unaltered after
adding the term. This situation is completely different for Ie. It can be proven that
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Ie(x) =Ie(x,xD+1) if and only if xD+1 = gm(x) ,
that is, adding a part, xD+1, equal to the geometric mean of the previous e-function does
not alter Ie. In fact, the extended composition can be represented using a system of ilr
coordinates valid for x, plus a new coordinate
bD =
√
D
D+1
log
xD+1
gm(x)
= 0 ,
which corresponds to completing a previous Sequential Binary Partition (SBP) (see Ap-
pendix A) for xwith a sign code row (−1,−1, . . . ,−1,+1). When computing the square
Aitchison norm of (x,xD+1) a null term (Eq. 13 in Appendix A) is added.
The idea that extending a likelihood function, or other e-function, with zeros does not
change the information provided by the experiment is counterintuitive: the result of the
experiment informs the analyst that one or more categories are impossible, which would
imply a great amount of information (infinite if using Ie as an information measure).
This null extension seems acceptable when speaking of entropy or uncertainty: adding
a null probability term to the e-function does not increase uncertainty. This reveals that
Shannon entropy,HS should have a more elaborated relation with information than just
that expressed by IS = −HS; this can be seen in alternative interpretations of both
magnitudes (Kullback and Leibler, 1951b, Ash, 1990).
Decomposition of an e-function. Consider a D-part e-function, y, built appending
two compositions, x1 with D1 parts and x2 with D2 parts. Then, D = D1+D2. The
compositions are appended after multiplying by arbitrary positive constants a1 and a2;
that is, y= (a1x1,a2x2). The information conveyed by y is then
I 2e (y) =I
2
e (x1)+I
2
e (x2)+
D1D2
D1+D2
log2
a1gm(x1)
a2gm(x2)
. (6)
The role of a1 and a2 is quite irrelevant, but they highlight the possibility of renormaliz-
ing the two compositions.
This kind of property differs from the corresponding property of Shannon entropy,
mainly due to the assumed scalar character of information, and also to the need of renor-
malization. The property for the Shannon entropy, known as grouping axiom (Ash,
1990), is
HS(C y) = m(x1)HS(C x1)+m(x2)HS(C x2)+HS(m(x1),m(x2)) ,
where C is the closure operation (Appendix A), andm(xk) is the sum of the components
of C y within the composition xk (k = 1,2). Note that the computation ofHS requires
normalization, and m(xk) (k = 1,2) are the dividing normalization constants.
Independent probability table. Let be x1 ∈ SD1 and x2 ∈ SD2 two e-functions and A=
[ai j] a (D1,D2) table of probabilities such that ai j = x1ix2 j. Then A, up to normalization,
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is an independent table of probabilities. The scalar information associated with this table
as e-function is
I 2e (A) = D2 I
2
e (x1)+D1 I
2
e (x2) . (7)
To prove this statement, construct a (D1,D2) table A2 with D1 identical rows, each one
equal to x2. Similarly, build a (D1,D2) table A1 with D2 identical columns, each one
equal to x1. The entry-wise multiplication, or matrix perturbation A1⊕ A2 (Egozcue
et al., 2015), of these two tables is A. In Egozcue et al. (2015) it is proven that A1 and
A2 as compositions are orthogonal, 〈A1,A2〉a = 0. Consequently, the square Aitchison
norm of A is the sum of the square Aitchison norms of A1 and A2 (Pythagoras’ theo-
rem). On the other hand, the square norm ‖A1‖2a = D2‖x1‖2a, as proven by Egozcue and
Pawlowsky-Glahn (2019, Appendix A). A similar result holds for ‖A2‖2a, what implies
the statement.
This is not what is expected in the Shannon information theory, in which the result
isHS(A) =HS(x1)+HS(x2), as reported, for instance, by Shannon (1948). The main
difference with respect to Equation (7) is that additivity of entropy or information is
thought in a scalar form in the Shannon theory; in the compositional approach informa-
tion is thought as a vector (composition). In this case, independence is translated into
orthogonality, thus reproducing the Pythagorean sum of squares in a Euclidean space.
Unit of information in evidence functions. The bit has been accepted as a unit of
information since early works in the field. A bit is the Shannon information unit (using
logarithms in basis 2) conveyed by an equiprobable binary code. It is obvious that this
kind of definition is well adapted to the study of communications and coding theory.
However, it is almost not interpretable in the present context of evidence functions and
the scalar measure of information Ie. In its place, a new unit of information adapted to
e-functions is here proposed.
Consider an e-function p = (p1, p2, . . . , pD) and a perturbation with a non closed
composition q = (u,u−1,1,1, . . . ,1), u = exp(
√
1/2). Then, f = p⊕ q is a shift of
p towards f. In order to compute Ie(q), one can decompose q into (u,u−1) and the
neutral element n, and use the decomposition property (6) which yields
I 2e (q) =I
2
e (u,u
−1) =
(√
1
2
log
u
1/u
)2
= 1 .
Therefore, the perturbing composition q has a unit e-information, Ie(q) = 1. However,
this perturbation has an approximate interpretation. In fact exp(
√
1/2) = 2.028 
 2.
A perturbing composition doubling a component, halving another one, and retaining
unaltered other components has, approximately, unit e-information. There are many
other e-functions which have unit e-information, but they involve more than two parts.
In Figure 2 circles with radii 1, 5, 10 have been plotted. The smallest one is the loci of
e-functions with unit e-information.
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4. Acquisition of information from an experiment
The fire scenario briefly described in previous sections is studied here in more detail.
Consider a suburban zone close to some forest at fire risk. Authorities in charge of safety
have to design a mitigation plan for fire affecting the zone. The responsible team may
consider several a priori hypotheses about the possible states of houses and buildings
after the fire. Two of these a priori hypotheses have been denoted p(1) and p(2) in Section
2, giving the a priori probabilities of a house remaining in the four considered states: no
damage (Nod), moderate damage (Mod), severe damage (Sev), collapse or ruin (Col).
These two prior distributions of the state of a house correspond to quite different feelings
about the effects of the fire. Figure 3 shows p(1) and p(2) as compositional vectors in ilr
coordinates, defined in Table 6 by the sign code of an SBP. Observing the prior vectors
(circled arrows) in Figure 3, they do not appear as close to orthogonality. Orthogonality
of two e-functions means that their information is on unrelated features. In this case,
the two considered priors do inform on some common features. Table 1 shows the prior
e-functions, theirIe and the angle they form which is 43o, thus reflecting the difference
in direction of the two priors. The Ie also differs, since p(1) is quite more informative
than p(2) (see Table 1).
Table 1: Two priors of the state of houses in a suburban zone after a fire, with no damage (Nod), moderate
damage (Mod), severe damage (Sev) and collapse or ruin (Col) and evidence information Ie.
e-function Nod Mod Sev Col Ie angle with
p(1) 0.80 0.15 0.04 0.01 3.24 43.27o p(2)
p(2) 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.70 1.69 −43.27o p(1)
Next step is studying which inspection procedures are at hand to assess the state of a
house after a fire. Two realistic experiments are considered here. The first one consists
of a visual inspection of the house by a small trained team. The second is based in
airborne photography; the house is identified and its state is assessed on the picture. In
what follows, the results of both types of inspection are labelled as the four considered
states, adding v (visual) or a (airborne), depending on the type of inspection used. Both
types of inspection are uncertain due to several reasons: the inspectors do not know
the status of the house previous to the fire; vegetation, burnt or not, can mask relevant
details of the structure; access to some parts of the building can be difficult; structural
damage can be hidden; there can be errors in the identification of the house, etc. In
order to use the result of an inspection to make decisions under a controlled uncertainty,
the likelihood of each actual state should be known. Therefore, some assessment of the
probability of each outcome of the inspection, conditional to the actual state, is needed.
Tables 2 and 3 show the likelihood e-functions (the columns of the tables) for the two
types of inspections, visual and airborne, respectively.
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Table 2: Simulated likelihood for the visual inspection of houses. Each column is the likelihood associated
with R, i.e. the probabilities of the visual inspection outcome conditional to the actual states, Pr(R|Ai). Row
Ie (likelihood) shows the scalar information of the likelihood associated with the observation Rk. Rows
Pr[R(i)k ] are the probabilities of observing R j given the prior p
(i), i= 1,2, and the likelihood.
Actual Visual inspection, R
state vNod vMod vSev vCol
No damage (Dam) 0.7665512 0.2001012 0.0333408 0.0000068
Moderate damage (Mod) 0.2000307 0.5999432 0.1201175 0.0799086
Severe damamage (Sev) 0.1176475 0.1765397 0.5293121 0.1765006
Collapse or ruin (Col) 0.0000001 0.1001036 0.1999045 0.6999918
Ie(likelihood) 12.87 1.30 1.99 9.10
Pr[R(1)k ] 0.648 0.258 0.068 0.026
Pr[R(2)k ] 0.108 0.168 0.208 0.516
Table 3: Simulated likelihood for the airborne inspection of houses. Each column is the likelihood associ-
ated with Q, i.e. the probabilities of an outcome of the airborne inspection conditional to the actual states,
Pr(Q|Ai). Row Ie (likelihood) shows the scalar information of the likelihood associated to the observation
Qk. Rows Pr[Q
(i)
k ] are the probabilities of observing Q j given the prior p
(i), i= 1,2 and the likelihood.
Actual Airborne inspection, Q
state aNod aMod aSev aCol
No damage (Nod) 0.6436847 0.3563042 0.0000067 0.0000044
Moderate damage (Mod) 0.3725228 0.5097669 0.0882470 0.0294632
Severe damage (Sev) 0.0860468 0.0967638 0.4408675 0.3763220
Collapse or ruin (Col) 0.0000021 0.0204390 0.2040838 0.7754751
Ie(likelihood) 10.31 2.53 8.99 9.62
Pr[Q(1)k ] 0.574 0.366 0.033 0.027
Pr[Q(2)k ] 0.110 0.111 0.196 0.583
These likelihood tables can be estimated from previous experience in inspection of
buildings, which are used as training data for a likelihood model. For instance, a num-
ber of houses affected by fire for which the actual state is known were inspected and the
result of the inspection was reported. With this kind of data a discriminant analysis of
the response of the inspection gives an estimate of the probabilities of the observed state
R, conditional to the true state Ai, Pr(R|Ai). Tables 2 and 3 are the result of a logistic
regression on a training set of simulated inspections (not shown in this paper).
In order to represent e-functions in coordinates a contrast matrix (Pawlowsky-Glahn
et al., 2015) has been selected. The sign code of the SBP is shown in Table 4. A first
look at Tables 2 and 3 reveals the large uncertainty of both types of inspection. Also,
some features are clear. For instance, it seems that airborne photography is not efficient
in discriminating Nod from Mod and Sev from Col. However, it is able to distinguish
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Table 4: Sign code of SBP defining the coordinates used in the fire scenario.
coordinate Nod Mod Sev Col Expression
1 −1 −1 +1 +1 log(√Sev Col/√Nod Mod)
2 −1 +1 0 0 (1/√2) log(Mod/Nod)
3 0 0 −1 +1 (1/√2) log(Col/Sev)
quite reliably between the two pairs of states. These kinds of interpretation can be
improved by computing and representing each likelihood e-function in coordinates, so
that the direction and strength of the information are better shown. Figure 2 shows
the likelihood e-functions in the ilr-coordinates defined by the SBP coded in Table 4.
Although the choice of the SBP is arbitrary and the results of the analysis do not depend
on the selected basis, the SBP shown in Table 4 tries to remark the order of damage, from
small (−1) to large (+1). Two projections are used for the three-dimensional picture:
first and second ilr-coordinates (left panel) and first and third ilr-coordinates. Likelihood
e-functions are represented by red and blue arrows associated with the visual (v) and
airborne (a) inspections, respectively. The length of the arrows are the corresponding
scalar information Ie. The first observation is that inspections resulting in no damage
(vNod, aNod) or in collapse or ruin (vCol, aCol) are more informative (all of them
exceed 5 units of information; see Tables 2 and 3) than the moderate damage outcomes
(vMod,aMod). This is due to the fact that Nod and Col observations in both experiments
almost exclude the opposite state, Col and Nod, respectively; alternatively vMod, vSev,
aMod do not exclude any actual state and they are less resolutive. The most important
difference in information between the visual and airborne inspection is related to the
severe damage outcome (vSev, aSev). The aSev outcome is relatively much more infor-
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Figure 3: Bayesian updating: two different priors p(1) (orange, end arrow circled) and p(2) (blue, end
arrow circled) are updated with two likelihood cases corresponding to aSev (top panels) and vMod (bottom
panels). Left panels show the projection on coordinates 2 and 3 and right panels show projection on
coordinates 2 and one as ordered in Table 4. Likelihood (green) is added as a vector to prior. Obtained
posteriors f(1) (violet) and f(2) (red) are linked by dotted lines. Priors are also linked by a dotted line to
show the parallelogram rule.
mative, in the scalar sense, than vSev. However, the informative strength of aSev is at
the price that aSev gives information that can be confoundedwith aCol (also with vCol).
The disposition of the likelihood e-functions in both inspections also reveals weak-
nesses in the design of the inspections. The likelihood arrows in Figure 2 are shifts
applied to the prior e-functions. A good design of the experiments should be able to
shift the prior in any direction in the three dimensions. Note the inability of these like-
lihood functions to shift the posterior towards positive values of the balance (Mod/Nod)
(second coordinate in Table 4, see Appendix A for further explanation) or negative val-
ues of the balance (Col/Sev) (third coordinate in Table 4).
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Figure 3 shows the Bayesian updating of the two proposed priors, (p(1) and p(2)),
using outcomes aSev (observed severe damage in the airborne inspection) and vMod
(observed moderate damage in the visual inspection) for updating. Top panels of Figure
3 show the two considered priors p(1) and p(2) (Table 1) updated by the likelihood cor-
responding to the observation of severe damage in the airborne inspection (aSev) in two
coordinate projections. The main features are: (a) Likelihood e-functions are not paral-
lel to both priors; consequently, prior assumptions are not confirmed by the observation.
It is important to note that parallelism of e-functions would mean that prior assump-
tions are confirmed by the observations; alternatively, orthogonality of two e-functions
means that the e-information they convey do not interact or, more intuitively, they are
about different aspects of the scenario. (b) The likelihood is more informative than the
two considered priors, i.e. Ie(q) > Ie(p(k)), k = 1,2 (See also Tables 1 and 3). (c)
The updating hardly modifies the prior coordinate balance of moderate damage (Mod)
over no damage (Nod), as the likelihood is almost in the plane defined by the other two
coordinates.
Bottom panels of Figure 3 show the two considered priors, p(1) and p(2), updated
with the likelihood corresponding to the observation of moderate damage in the visual
inspection (vMod) in the same projections shown in the top panels. The situation is
different from the previous case. Again, the observation does not clearly confirm any of
the two priors considered, but the length of the likelihood, Ie(q), is now smaller than
that of the priors: Ie(q) = 1.30, whileIe(p(1)) = 3.24,Ie(p(2)) = 1.69, thus providing
a weak change of evidence information from prior to posterior.
Evaluation of visual and airborne inspections
Up to now, only effects of a given observation have been examined. However, decision
makers are commonly interested in the evaluation of the available types of inspection,
both to know the economical implications of conducting each inspection and how infor-
mative they are. Thus, they are interested in the initial question of which of the two in-
spections is more informative? This question was addressed both by Lindley (1956) and
in the context of evidence-functions by Egozcue and Pawlowsky-Glahn (2011). In both
contributions an average of information provided by possible results of the experiments
is proposed. However, it can be discussed which kind of average is more convenient, or
which weights are adequate. Here information has a vectorial character, as proposed in
Section 2, and accordingly we are primarily concerned with vector averages.
A first possibility is to ignore the probability of each result of an experiment (in-
spection in our case). This is like considering the experiment outside its context. If
the possible likelihood e-functions of the experiments are qk, k = 1,2, . . . ,K (in the par-
ticular case of the considered inspections K = 4), the vector average of the likelihood
e-functions is
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q=
1
K

K⊕
k=1
qk ,
which is the compositional centre of the set of possible likelihood e-functions. When the
e-functions are expressed in coordinates, this is simply the average of the coordinates.
These averaged likelihood e-functions are represented in Figure 2 with red and blue
markers for the visual and the airborne inspections. If q is not close to the neutral
element, it points out that the experiment is quite unable to shift the posterior in the
opposite direction. This is the case of both inspections in this example. This motivates
the name of e-information bias for q or for its norm Ie(q). An experiment with q near
the neutral element has the possibility to update the prior e-functions in any direction
and is here called e-information unbiased experiment.
Common sense points out that the informative value of an experiment depends on the
probability of obtaining any outcome. This requires to put the experiment in a particular
probabilistic context, which is completely described when the prior e-function is given.
In fact, assume that L is a (K,D)−matrix with entries Pr(Rk|Ai), where Rk are the pos-
sible outcomes of the experiment R. Tables 2 and 3 show examples of such matrices for
the visual and airborne experiments. Matrix multiplication of L and prior probabilities p
give the marginal probabilities for Rk, Pr(Rk), known as predictive probabilities for the
observations Rk. The probabilistic weighted average of likelihood e-function is
ER[q] =
K⊕
k=1
(Pr(Rk)qk) , (8)
which is the mean likelihood of an experiment in a given probabilistic context. Note
that once the prior probabilities and the matrix L are given, the predictive probabilities
are also determined. The mean likelihood e-function and its norm, Ie(ER(q)), can be
considered suitable descriptors of the information provided by an experiment. They can
be used to compare experiments.
There are more possibilities of averaging information provided by an experiment.
One of them is to average scalar values of Ie(qk). However, a discussion on which
is an appropriate scale for Ie(qk) is convenient. In general, the scale of Ie(qk) can
be transformed by a monotonous, invertible function φ : R+ → R and, then, one can
proceed to a weighted average of the transformed values of φ(Ie(qk)). For a general φ,
it is
EφR [Ie(q)] = φ
−1
(
K∑
k=1
Pr(Rk) φ(Ie(qk))
)
. (9)
The scaling function for averaging scalar information has been used by Egozcue and
Pawlowsky-Glahn (2011). Table 5 reports some of the available options of scaling func-
tions φ. These options are used to evaluate the mean information in Equation (9), pro-
vided by the visual and airborne inspections in the fire scenario, and are also reported in
Table 5.
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Table 5: Values of mean of scalar e-information EφR [Ie(q)] (9) for the visual and airborne inspections.
Probabilities of outcome Pr(2)[Rk] are reported in Tables 2 and 3.
Inspection Visual Airborne
outcome pr. Pr(1)[Rk] Pr(2)[Rk] Pr(1)[Qk] Pr(2)[Qk]
φ name z= φ(x) EφR [Ie(q)] E
φ
R [Ie(q)] E
φ
Q [Ie(q)] E
φ
Q [Ie(q)]
identity z= x 2.262 1.681 1.850 2.197
square z= x2 5.249 3.931 4.139 4.534
neg. exp. z= exp(−x) 3.914 3.986 4.918 6.107
logarithm z= logx 1.579 1.493 1.573 1.695
square root z=
√
x 0.488 0.369 0.425 0.535
Examining these results, one realizes that the mean values depend strongly on the
used scaling function, and also on the probabilities of the outcome of the inspection
(see values in Tables 2 and 3), which at the same time depend on the prior e-function
selected. A second conclusion is that for each scaling function φ the most informative
inspection depends on the prior. For instance, for φ being the identity, and for prior p(1)
and outcome probabilities Pr(1)[Rk] and Pr(1)[Qk], the visual inspection is moderately
more informative than the airborne inspection. The situation is reversed for the prior
p(2) and its corresponding outcome probabilities Pr(2)[Rk] and Pr(2)[Qk].
In Table 5 two φ options deserve a comment. First, the negative exponential, which
considers a monotonous decreasing function. The transformed values φ(Ie(qk)) no
longer mean information but a measure of uncertainty or entropy. Accordingly, the
average in Equation (9) is a mean value of uncertainties. When transforming back with
φ−1 = − log, the mean measure of uncertainty is again translated into e-information.
This approach seems quite appealing, but requires further research.
Also, in Table 5, the option φ = log may be interesting when a relative scale is
assumed for the scalar e-information. However, the relative scale can also be valid for
large values of all φ(Ie(qk)) of the experiment. This is due to the fact that the value
Ie(qk)= 0 assigned to the neutral likelihood is attainable, and the relative scale assumed
is then nonsensical.
5. Conclusions and further research
The discrete case of Bayesian updating has been considered as a paradigm of informa-
tion acquisition. Prior information, coded as a probability function, is changed into a
final or posterior probability function when the discrete likelihood corresponding to an
outcome of an experiment is used in the Bayes’ formula. The central idea is that prior,
posterior probability functions and, importantly, the discrete likelihood are considered
compositions represented in the simplex. The simplex, endowed with the Aitchison
geometry, is a Euclidean vector space. The three functions have the characteristics re-
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quired by the Aitchison geometry of compositions, thus motivating the common name
of evidence functions (e-functions). In this context, Bayes’ formula appears exactly
as a perturbation of compositions, prior perturbed with likelihood e-functions gives the
posterior e-function as a result. The fact that perturbation is the vector sum (group oper-
ation) in the Aitchison geometry implies a number of properties; among them, vectors,
e-functions in this case, can be represented in (Cartesian) coordinates, thus providing
intuitive representations and easy computing of metrics (projections, distances, norms).
The conclusion is that information, acquired through Bayes’ formula, is a vector mag-
nitude better than a scalar one, as traditionally assumed. Another consequence of this
vector approach is that information can be conceived not only for prior and posterior
probability functions, but also for likelihood functions which, at the end, is the vector
difference between the posterior and the prior.
Generically, vectors have a direction and a modulus or norm. The same is valid for
e-functions, which represent a direction of the evidence in the space of compositions
and a strength of the evidence, which can be measured as the norm of the e-function.
This scalar measure of information may be worth in applications and, accordingly, the
norm of e-functions (e-information for short) is taken as a scalar measure of the informa-
tion conveyed by an e-function. The vectorial character of e-functions introduces some
changes in the traditional scalar measures of uncertainty (entropy) or in their counterpart
of information. Some intricacies of standard information theory are easily overcome by
the Euclidean geometry. For instance, the perturbation-subtraction of e-functions or
their distance can advantageously replace divergences or mutual information.
A fire scenario has been used to introduce two kinds of inspection of houses. Ques-
tions as simple as which outcome of the inspection is the most informative or which of
the two inspections is the most informative? motivate discussions that require simple
operations in the Aitchison geometry. However, different kinds of averages of informa-
tion provided by the likelihood of an experiment have their own interpretations. The
main conclusion is that sensible averages of e-information of an experiment depend on
the probabilities of observing the results, which at the same time are determined by the
prior probabilities.
The theory and applications of information in evidence functions is not fully devel-
oped. A brief description of three possible research directions follows.
The continuous case. The generalization of the log-ratio approach of compositional
data to the analysis of density functions, including probability densities, is available
(Egozcue, Dı´az-Barrero and Pawlowsky-Glahn, 2006, Boogaart, Egozcue and Pawlow-
sky-Glahn, 2010, Egozcue et al., 2013, Boogaart, Egozcue and Pawlowsky-Glahn, 2014).
As in the discrete case, Bayes’ theorem consists of the perturbation of the prior density
by the likelihood. The continuous e-functions are densities of positive measures, and
they are included in infinite dimensional vector spaces called Bayes spaces. Orthogonal
projections of e-functions in reduced dimensions are safely introduced when the Bayes
space has a Hilbert space structure. In the continuous case, Bayes Hilbert spaces provide
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orthonormal coordinates which are Fourier coefficients with respect to bases easily con-
structed. Some applications have been developed in the framework of geostatistics and
functional data (e.g. Menafoglio, Guadagnini and Secchi, 2016, Menafoglio, Grasso,
Secchi and Colosimo, 2018), but information applications are still pending.
Weighting e-functions. The theory of Bayes Hilbert spaces (Egozcue et al., 2006,
Boogaart et al., 2014) requires a reference (probability) measure of the space. This
is specially important when the densities (e-functions) considered have an unbounded
support. For interval supported densities and for finite discrete support (compositions)
a uniform reference measure is almost automatically adopted. However, this is not the
case for infinite supports. This situation suggests that in the interval and compositional
cases, adopting a non-uniform reference measure is possible, and in some cases even
advisable, thus causing a weighting, in the metrics of the Aitchison geometry, of the in-
formation assigned to evidence functions. The way of changing the reference measure
for compositions was introduced by Egozcue and Pawlowsky-Glahn (2016), but this ap-
proach should be developed and extended to continuous e-functions. In particular, the
relationship between prior e-functions and reference measure require further study.
Connections with Dempster-Shafer theory of belief functions. An extensive sum-
mary of the theory of belief functions, mainly due to A. P. Dempster and G. Shafer can
be found in Yager and Liu (2008), or in the book of Shafer (1976). Belief functions
in Dempster theory are operated by Dempster’s rule of combination of beliefs (Yager,
1987). Although the support of belief functions is not that of e-functions, the combina-
tion of belief functions is just a perturbation, similar to the Bayes’ formula in Equation
(1). This suggests that belief functions can be viewed as compositions, and the theory
here exposed can be extended to belief functions. From this starting point, there is a
plea of ideas that deserve attention, like the meaning of orthogonality of e-functions and
of belief functions. They seem to be related to exchangeability and independence when
using Bayes’ formula. These are avenues that should be studied in the future.
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A Aitchison geometry
Based on the definitions of perturbation, powering and distance for compositions by
Aitchison (1982, 1986), the set of D-part compositions, represented in the simplex SD,
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admits a Euclidean vector space structure (Billheimer et al., 2001, Pawlowsky-Glahn
and Egozcue, 2001), which was termed Aitchison geometry in the latter reference.
The main elements of this geometry are the vector space operations, perturbation and
powering, the metric elements, inner product, distance and norm, and the coordinates for
the representation of compositions. In this Appendix A a quick operative reference of
these elements is presented. A more comprehensive exposition can be found elsewhere
(e.g. Pawlowsky-Glahn et al., 2015, and references therein).
Let x = (x1,x2, . . . ,xD) and y = (y1,y2, . . . ,yD) be D-part compositions represented
in SD. Their perturbation and the powering by a real constant α, are
x⊕y= C (x1y1,x2y2, . . . ,xDyD) , αx= C (xα1 ,xα2 , . . . ,xαD) ,
where C is the closure operation which normalizes the composition to unit sum. With
these operations, SD is a (D−1)-dimensional vector space. Compositions are frequently
represented using the centered log-ratio (clr) coefficients and isometric log-ratio (ilr)
coordinates (Egozcue et al., 2003). The clr transformation of x is
clr(x) =
(
log
x1
gm(x)
, log
x2
gm(x)
, . . . log
xD
gm(x)
)
,
where gm(·) is the geometric mean of the arguments. From the clr coefficients, the
composition x is retrieved by
x= C exp(v1,v2, . . . ,vD) , vi = clri(x) = log(xi/gm(x)) ,
where exp operates componentwise. Note that
∑D
i=1 vi = 0.
The ilr coordinates are computed from a (D,D−1) contrast matrix V with the prop-
erties
VTV = ID−1 , VV
T = ID− 1D1D1
T
D , (10)
where Ik is the (k,k) identity matrix and 1D is a column of D unitary entries. Then, the
ilr-coordinates associated with V , and with its inverse transformation, are
z= ilr(x) = log(VTclr(x)) , x= ilr−1(z) = C (exp(Vz)) ,
where clr(x) = v is considered as a column for matrix multiplication. The meaning
of these two transformations, clr and ilr, becomes clear after introducing the metric
elements of the Aitchison geometry. The Aitchison inner product is
〈x,y〉a = 12D
D∑
i=1
D∑
j=1
log
xi
x j
· log yi
y j
= 〈clr(x),clr(y)〉e = 〈ilr(x), ilr(y)〉e , (11)
where 〈·, ·〉e denotes the ordinary Euclidean inner product in RD when using clr, and in
R
D−1 when applied to ilr’s. From the Aitchison inner product in Equation (11), both the
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Aitchison norm, ‖x‖a = (〈x,x〉a)1/2, and the Aitchison distance da(x,y) = (‖xy‖a)1/2
are readily obtained. Some useful expressions for the squared Aitchison distance are
d2a(x,y) =
1
2D
D∑
i=1
D∑
j=1
(
log
xi
x j
− log yi
y j
)2
=
D∑
i=1
[clri(x)− clri(y)]2
=
D−1∑
i=1
[ilri(x)− ilri(y)]2 , (12)
and for the squared Aitchison norm
‖x‖2a =
1
2D
D∑
i=1
D∑
j=1
(
log
xi
x j
)2
=
D∑
i=1
[clri(x)]2 =
D−1∑
i=1
[ilri(x)]2 , (13)
where clri(x) and ilri(x) denote the components of clr(x) and ilr(x) respectively.
From these definitions, it is clear that V contains the clr coefficients of the composi-
tions of the selected basis in SD. Then, the condition VTV = ID−1 implies the orthonor-
mality of the basis and, consequently, the corresponding ilr-coordinates are Cartesian
coordinates representing the composition. Both clr and ilr define isometries from SD
onto RD0 (real D-vectors which components add to zero) and R
D−1, respectively. This
can be summarized as
clr(αx⊕y) = α · clr(x)+ clr(y) , ilr(αx⊕y) = α · ilr(x)+ ilr(y) ,
and
〈x,y〉a = 〈clr(x),clr(y)〉e = 〈ilr(x), ilr(y)〉e ,
da(x,y) = de(clr(x),clr(y)) = de(ilr(x), ilr(y)) , ‖x‖a = ‖clr(x)‖e = ‖ilr(x)‖e ,
where subscripts amean Aitchison geometry, and subscripts e mean ordinary Euclidean
geometry. Note that real operations involving clr coefficients are carried out in RD,
while those involving ilr correspond to RD−1.
A practical way of constructing ilr-coordinates, i.e. of obtaining the contrast ma-
trix V , is using sequential binary partitions (SBP) of the compositions. This technique
(Egozcue and Pawlowsky-Glahn, 2005) consists of separating into two (non overlap-
ping) groups the parts of a composition, for instance, marking the parts in each group
with a +1 and with a −1 otherwise. The partition is repeated in each group generated
in previous steps. A typical way of coding the SBP is shown as example in Table 6.
The sign code of the SBP is given in the (D,D− 1) matrix Θ = [θi j], where the
code component i j corresponds to the sign of xi in the j-th ilr coordinate. Each step of
partition corresponds to an element e j of the orthonormal basis, and the corresponding
j-th ilr-coordinate is computed as
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b j = ilr j(x) =
√
n+ ·n−
n++n−
log
(∏θi j=+1 xi j)
1/n+
(∏θi j=−1 xi j)1/n−
, j = 1,2, . . . ,D−1 (14)
where n+ and n− are the number of plus signs and minus signs, respectively. Note
that the expression (∏θi j=+1 xi j)
1/n+ in the numerator of the fraction in Equation (14)
is the geometric mean of the elements xi j which are marked with a +1 in the j-th par-
tition. Similarly the expression in the denominator for elements marked with a −1.
The coordinates b j have a particularly simple form: they are proportional to log-ratios
of geometric means of groups. Due to this fact, they are called balances between the
corresponding groups of parts (Egozcue et al., 2003, Egozcue and Pawlowsky-Glahn,
2005). An abbreviated way of denoting balances is to enumerate the parts in the nu-
merator and denominator separated by a slash. For instance, the j = 2 balance coded
as in Table 6 would be denoted as balance(x2,xD/x3,x4, . . . ,xD−1). The elements of the
contrast matrix, vi j are null if θi j = 0 and, for θi j =+1 and θi j =−1,
vi j =
θi j
n+
√
n+ ·n−
n++n−
, vi j =
θi j
n−
√
n+ ·n−
n++n−
,
respectively. Note that, if e j is the j-th element of the basis, then clr(e j) = (v1 j,v2 j,
. . . ,vD j)
T.
Table 6: Sign code for a SBP of a D part composition to compute coordinates ilr j(x). As an example, first
partition separates x1 (+1) from the rest of parts; the second step separates x2 and xD from parts previously
marked with −1; parts not participating in this partition step are labelled as 0. Take the +1, −1, 0 codes
as entries of a matrix ΘT.
sign code matrix ΘT
j x1 x2 x3 x4 . . . xD−1 xD
1 +1 −1 −1 −1 . . . −1 −1
2 0 +1 −1 −1 . . . −1 +1
3 0 +1 0 0 . . . 0 −1
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
D−1 0 0 +1 −1 . . . 0 0
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